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ABSTRACT

The neutronics code EQUICYCLE has been developed
and improved over a long period of time. It is
especially adapted to survey type design calcu-
lations of large fast power reactors with parti-
cular emphasis on the nuclear parameters for a
realistic equilibrium fuel cycle. Thus the code
is used to evaluate the breeding performance,
the power distributions and the uranium and plu-
tonium mass balance for realistic refuelling
schemes. In addition reactivity coefficients
can be calculated and the influence of burnup
could be assessed.

The code is two-dimensional and treats the reac-
tor core in R-Z geometry. The basic ideas of the
calculating scheme are successive iterative im-
provement of cross-section sets and flux spectra
and use of the mid-cycle flux for burning the
fuel according to a specified refuelling scheme.
Normally given peak burn-ups and maximum power
densities are used as boundary conditions. The
code is capable of handling the unconventional,
so called heterogeneous cores.
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1. Introduction

EQUICYCLE is an overall nuclear design code treating the

reactor core in R-Z geometry. It is especially adapted to

equilibrium fuel cycle calculations on large fast breeder

cores. The code was developed in the early 70-ies and has

since then been improved in several steps. Originally, the

main aim? of the code were the breeding performance, the

power distributions and tht uranium and plutonium mass balance

for realistic refuelling patterns. These are still the main

objectives but the code has been generalised to produce

other parameters as reactivity coefficients for a fixed

point of the burnup history.

The basic ideas and the general structure of the first

version of the code is described in [1]. The mathematical

structure and description of how to use the code is given

in [2],

2. Principal features of the code and the
reactor model

A typical calculation of a large fast breeder core (from

scratch) is performed in two successive phases, where the

first uses a coarse group microscopic cross section set

with a maximum of 10 energy groups, the same for all core

and blanket regions, and the second phase uses fine group

cross section libraries, ea-=h of which contains microscopic

data for a reference composition and the associated parame-

ters giving the dependence on background cross sections and

temperature around the corresponding values for the reference

composition. These reference compositions are chosen as the

average core zone composition, a typical blanket composition

and a typical reflector composition. Thus up to three fine

group libraries can be used but normally only one library

based on the average core composition is used. In the second

phase the fine group data are condensed with regionwise pro-

duced fine group fundamental mode spectra.
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Thus the rode handles two types of cross section sets, a

course group set and a fine group library, from which

course group sets, one for each region, are produced. The

important difference between the two phases is the more

detailed and accurate cross section assignment in the second

phase.

For several reasons a first phase calculation must always

precede the first of second phase calculations of a reactor

core. The second phase requires first of all a given coarse

group flux distribution as well as the associated regionvise

averaged buck lings. Furf.ier it requires reasonable values

for the cere zone feed enrichments and the residence times

of the different kinds of fuel assemblies. These parameters

are thus produced in the first phase.

The neutron flux distribution calculations are all made with

a 2D (R-Z geometry) diffusion routine (limited to 10 groups

and 80x50 points). Hence the reactor model is cylindrical

and the number of zones are limited to 22 in the radial

and to 12 in the axial direction. To each zone corresponds

just one homogenized feed material (i.e. isotopic composi-

tion in fresh, unburned condition). The zones are divided

into regions to account primarily for variations of com-

position with burnup and also for variations of cross

sections with spectrum.

The fuel management model assumes that the cycle time (i.e.

the time between refuellings) is the same in all different

radial fuel zones which means that a certain fraction of

each fuel zone has to be loaded and discharged at the

beginning and the end of a cycle. The inverse of these

fractions are called the system numbers and these are

normally 2 or 3 for core zones and 4 to 10 for radial

blanket zones if the cycle time is one year - the usual

value. Thus shuffling of fuel from one zone to another is

not allowed in this model. The cycle time has to be speci-

fied in input.
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3. Survey of the calculational scheme

The first phase determines the feed enrichments of the core

zones and the system numbers of the fuel zones in a first,

reasonable approximation. It starts vith calculation of

the midcycle flux distribution using guessed enrichments

and values of the average burnup in core and blanket zones.

New enrichments and flux calculations follows which itera-

tively determine the enrichments which satisfy a specified

k ff and a certain power distribution boundary conditions,

typical for multizone fast reactors. This consists of a

specific internal relation between the power peaks in the

core zones,normally the peaks should ae equal.

The midcycle flux with these approximative feed enrichments

is then used to burn the fuel in the core zones to

maximum burnup in the points of power peaks. The burn

times are then used to determine the system numbers of the

core zones, i.e. the refuelling pattern of the core zones.

The radial blankets are also burned with this midcycle flux

both in the points of maximum power and on the average in

each blanket zone. The integral plutonium production as

function of burn time is used together with the relevant

economic parameters to determine the optimum residence times.

These inpile times are checked against the restriction of

a given maximum linear rating. If they are longer, this

boundary condition defines a shorter residence time. This

procedure determines the proper system numbers of the radial

blanket zjnes.

Now we have an approximate midcycle flux distribution, mid-

cycle enrichments and system numbers for the fuel zones.

From this point and onwards the first phase follows the

same scheme as the second phase as a whole if we disregard

the different cross section handling. Thus the first step
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in this part of phase 1 and in phase 2 is to burn the fuel

regions to the different inpile times existing at midcycle

"equilibrium" condition. The fuel batches are mixed to a

homogenized "equilibrium" composition. Then the isotopic

composition of the different core and blanket regions typical

for the midcycle state (after many cycle*) are better defined

and a new midcycle flux distribution is calculated. From a

specified k ,f and a given relation between the core zone

power peaks new feed enrichments are estimated by extra-

polations from the last neutron balance. Using the new mid-

cycle flux new midcycle isotopic compositions of the core

and blanket regions are produced. Then another midcycle flux

distribution is calculated and the scheme is repeated until

k ff is within given limits and the power distribution also

has converged to the specified accuracy in the power peak

relation.

f

This converged neutron flux and power distribution is then

charactertistic for the equilibrium midcycle state of the

reactor provided that the calculated feed enrichments are

used. This iterative procedure converges rapidly due to the

mutual interaction of burnup and neutron flux.

4. Inherent approximations

It should be noted that there are several approximations in-

volved in this process of determining the equilibrium mid-

cycle flux and power distribution and the associated fe?d

enrichments, plutonium concentrations in the blanket regions

as well as the distribution of fission products. First of

all t lie time-dependent necessary control rod insertion over

the core is typically not simulated in our core model;

this absorber load compensates at midcycle half of the burnup

reactivity and a certain small control margin. Normally the

effect of the absorber load is only accounted for by adopting

a corresponding positive reactivity at midcycle and homo-

genizing the followers with the rest of the core zones. By

introducing proper cylindrical rings of follower material

and absorber material representative of the midcycle state
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a better simulation of the absorber load effect is obtained.

The local power distribution is heavily effected by the control

rods and this causes, of course, significant local changes in

the rates of destruction and build-up of fissile material.

Especially is the large distortion of the axial flux distri-

bution from the absorbers being inserted from above rather

important. This depression of the flux in the upper parts

leads to a large reduction of the Pu build-up in the upper

axial blanket. Hence the external breeding gain is reduced

but the overall reduction on the breeding ratio is typically

0.03-0.04 relative to the normal simplification using no

absorber load.

Secondly the R,Z-model means that all azimuthal variations

are neglected. Thus a more realistic 3D model will show

higher power peaks and higher peak burnups relative to this

model, which means that the boundary conditions with respect

to power density and point burnup should be conservatively

chosen.

In general one may conclude that the normal application of

the code to a reactor of a certain total thermal power leads

to on one hand a slight overestimate of the breeding gain and

hence of the net Pu production and on the other hand also to

moderate underestimates of the peak power densities and burn-

ups. As a consequence, the economic routine, which is the

last part of the code, will produce slightly optimistic fi-

gures but the uncertainties in the fuel cycle cost is never-

theless dominated by the large uncertainties in the economic

input parameters e.g. the fabrication and reprocessing costs.

5. Special applications

In some applications the search for enrichments or residence

times corresponding to target k ,- and target burnups, res-

pectively, are not required. In such cases specified enrich-

ments or initial burnups arc given for each material (i.e.

each zone). However, Che phase 2 calculation has to be re-

peated at least once in order to secure that the fine group
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cross-section sets are calculated with a "converged" flux

distribution.

6. Additional cooment

Besides the aid-cycle flux distribution also the beginning-

of-cycle (BOC) and end-of-cycle (EOC) flux and power distri-

butions are calculated by the code. At the end of cycle the

influence of the control rods are essentially negligible and

hence the EOC distributions are close to the true situation.

At the beginning of cycle the control rods have their largest

insertion in the core regions and affect the axial and radial

distributions rather much and thus the BOC distributions

deviate significantly from the realistic situation. The change

with burnup (over the cycle) of the radial power distribution

is then overestimated by the code but it shows the correct

trend in relative change in power profile and also the re-

activity change over the cycle is calculated with adequate

accuracy.
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